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ABSTRACT
A relatively large set of complex data can be described using a simple mathematical Preston
equation. However the parameter choices are an essential facet that determines the efficiency
of grinding. The depth and volume of removal contributes to a significant part of the grinding
operation that accounts for the manufacturing time. These interacting factors in the equation
are studied to create, infer and compare the performance of three sets of grinding tools: pad
tool, brush tool and radial tool. The tools are generated using MATLAB and is provided as an
input for tool path generation. The geometry profiled by the tool influence function is generated
using Preston equation and the analysis from the simulation shows that the pad tool can be
preferred in instances where maximum removal is required. The comparison amongst the tools
was made keeping the parameters (pressure and relative velocity) constant in the equation for
the different tools.

Keyowrds: Preston equation, Tool influence function, Grinding tools
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Chapter 1
INTRODUCTION
In this new era of technology, competitions among different companies are common. In order
to attract customer attention, companies shouldn’t compromise on any area, be it quality or
aftersales services. Some areas where there has been a rising demand include quality,
accuracy of work, efficiency at meeting tolerance limits, delivery time etc. This project deals
with the analysis of the various factors that affects the depth of cut in a grinding process, and
how it varies with varying parameters. Being one of the most toughest and expensive
manufacturing operations, a good judgement on the required surface is essential to balance
quality against cost so that neither factors are traded.
Usually carried at a higher rpm, the detrimental effects of manual grinding are myriad
varying from irregular surface finish to increased process duration. In most cases, if the
factors influencing grinding are not addressed properly, the very aim of the process is
jeopardized. In order to have a better on time delivery with a superior surface finish, as per
the customer requirement, it is often desired to have an automated grinding process that can
take into account these external factors without human intervention. However, inputs are to
be fed in manually where the scope of this project is relevant.
1.1 BACKGROUND
Manufacturing optimization can be achieved in a grinding process if the tool path is defined
in such a way that it visits the entire surface at the least possible time ensuring the required
depth of cut. For an effective machining operation, extensive analysis of the amount of the
material that gets removed from the surface of the work piece considering the removal
function and aspects for the parameters of the tool is paramount. This expanse is covered
under the term material removal rate. Material removal rate is an important aspect of grinding
process which is defined by Prestons’ equation. The equation defines the material removal
rate to increase proportionally with an increase in pressure and velocity. Effective modelling
of various tools which gets engaged with the work piece during the proposed machining
operation is essential. In addition, numerical simulation and analysis of the generated tools
and removal function that it creates has to be distinguished in some way so as to facilitate
specific usage of the tool for specific purposes. The comparison is done by modelling three
different tools, each having different geometrical attributes and orientation to the surface. The
effect of the removal functions are analysed for different tools and thereafter simulated, to
infer the variations and further categorize its adaptability to the removal operation.
1.2 AIM OF THE STUDY
The main objective of the project is to simulate different abrasive grinding tools by varying
tool parameters like pressure, velocity, hardness and geometry. The analytical study is done
in MATLAB and involves programming, to generate the algorithm for the various tools as
well as for removal functions. MATLAB programming language and the generation of the
tool removal functions complies for the scientific approach of Preston equations.
1.2.1 PROBLEM DEFINITION
The limitations of using manual grinding have a direct impact on the total overhead costs.
Grinding operation removes very fine layers of material but consumes a lot of energy for the
1

operation. It is both time-consuming and irregular if the process is manually carried out. In
order to overcome the limitations of manual grinding, introduction of computer controlled
grinding is mandatory. The numerically controlled process can provide a surface of required
consistency in addition to a huge reduction in the material as scrap.
Further studies in the work have also revealed that a process optimization can be achieved if a
proper analytical study of the affecting parameters is studied. A particular choice of the tool
might remove much lesser volume of material when compared to another tool that operates at
the same pressure and velocity. It implies that the duration of the manufacturing process can
be reduced depending on the choice of the grinding tool and the pressure time’s velocity of
the spindle.
1.3 LIMITATIONS







The work is limited to the unavailability of sufficient-related literature within the field
of grinding. However, the closest to the literature was gathering information on
milling and polishing removal functions. The close manufacturing relations to the
grinding process will, to a certain extend nullify the limitations.
The company specific information regarding the operating parameters was
unavailable and required a wise judgement of units for pressure, velocity and depth of
cut. The results are hence not accurate but to the closest possible limits.
Project lacks the visibility into the practical aspect of the grinding operation in the
company including the environment in which it is carried out.
The results are not strong enough to substantiate the removal function application into
sculptured surfaces.

1.4 INDIVIDUAL RESPOSIBILITY AND EFFORTS DURING THE PROJECT




The topics were divided equally into smaller tasks. Both the theoretical and
simulation aspects of the study was conducted together by Sudhilal and Vibi John
The initial brainstorming section on concept generation towards the result was
performed together.
Responsibility of drafting the report was initiated from both Vibi and Sudhilal, with
specific parts of the report writing divided as per the individually chosen topic.

1.5 STUDY ENVIRONMENT
An increasing pressure to produce materials that are sustainable has reflected a relative
importance on how the materials perform after its lifecycle. Development of better tools that
can endure for a longer period can make a difference into the environmental aspects. The
work can also pay dividends into the energy consumption of machines. The grinding tools
normally operate at a higher rpm compared to the other manufacturing processes. The higher
rate of rotation implies that there is a higher level of power drained from the motor that
enable spindle rotation. A properly designed tool with analytical studies of the applications of
the tool and the relative comparison to the other tools will gather insights into the material
removal rate. Automation process that can be realized with this work will result into the
reduction of scraps, which ultimately require more energy to be decomposed.
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Chapter 2
METHODS
2.1 ALTERNATIVE METHODS:
Tool influence function is the footprint of removal that a tool makes on a work piece. It
represents the distribution of material removal across the size of the tool used. Not many
alternative approaches exist as most of the research involves areas where the generated TIF is
used to optimize either the path or the dwell time. However, the approaches to determine the
removal simulations vary according to the needs.
One of the methods is to theoretically calculate the removal rate using the Preston’s equation
by varying different parameters. This calculated value can be plotted and compared to real
time experimental results. It requires a lot of human intervention and the practical use of this
method is limited when the surface to be polished requires more detailing. It is a simple yet
time consuming approach and lacks the guarantee to produce results as expected because of
unaccounted factors like human error during calculation, tool orientation etc.
Yet another method is to generate a theoretical model using the motion model and pressure
distribution model. This method is also partly in accordance with the Preston’s equation but
makes use of Fourier transform principles. This approach is used to flag the spatial frequency
errors and the convergence of surface errors with an increase in polishing times. These
factors play a major role and have strict demands in x-ray and laser gyroscope systems [1].
Increasing fabrication efficiency is the major role of determining a perfect TIF. For more than
40 years, extensive research has been carried out in this area with the aim to create an ideal
grinding tool with an optimized TIF [2]. Removal functions vary depending on the type of the
surface and quality requirements. Another approach is to regulate the contact pressure of the
tool on surface which provides more stability and reduces subsurface damage. This is
especially important when the polishing is done using the contact-type polishing tools.
The influence function can also be characterized by depth and radius of the tool. A new
approach is used to generate a Gaussian profile by determining the eccentric radius as the
main parameter. Preliminary investigations by Mamoru Mitsuishi, Kanji Ueda and Fumihiko
Kimura [3] have shown that depth and radius can be used to establish the eccentricity of the
tool which hence be used to achieve a Gaussian profile. A ratio of the tool to eccentric radius
and an experimentally calculated value of eccentric frequency can be used to obtain a
Gaussian profile. This approach calculates the volume of material removed. It is done by
importing a 2D graph of a Form TalySurf using a specially designed MATLAB program.
Pressure distribution can be analysed using the FEA technology and a group of experiments
can be used to identify the polishing spots. This is a removal function approach which is used
to verify the accuracy of the TIF model. This is a removal function approach which does not
consider the effect of feed rate. The contact area is controlled by the Z offset of the tool and
work piece [4]. The analysis of the pressure distribution is carried with the help of the very
famous Preston’s equation and also involves the modelling of polishing velocity.
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2.2 CHOSEN METHODOLOGY:
The chosen methodology for this work is based on Preston’s equation in conjunction with the
simulations obtained from MATLAB. Algorithms are developed in the software and analysed
for different values. Preston’ equation is used to determine the rate of material removal and
the best one is considered to be the one which takes the least time to remove maximum
material. A perfect tool influence function (TIF) has a huge impact and according to the
equation depends on the relative velocity and pressure. The methodology encircles around
but not limited to studying the effects of these changing parameters.
Algorithms are used to generate different tool profiles and tool orientations. The removal
simulation happens because of the incorporation of Preston’s equation in the software and has
a huge advantage as it can be varied for different values of pressure and velocity. The effect
of varying parameters for different tool profiles and orientations is the major focus of study
of this work. Simultaneous comparisons of the effects of various parameters are analysed in
this method. It includes pressure, orientation, velocity and radius of the tool. The comparison
performed using simulations can accommodate huge empirical data and can also be exploited
for optimizing the comparison. The reference for comparison is the removal depth and area.
Simulations are more powerful than any of the traditional approaches as it eliminate the risk
of real time experimentation. Simulations for the effect of different radius, velocity, pressure
and tool orientation is developed using algorithm and run in MATLAB. It also helps to study
the area of material removal, surface irregularities and the distribution of non-removed area
from the graphical overview. It also eliminates the risk of error as human calculations are
eliminated. The chosen methodology can also generate a TIF library depending on the tool
shape, tool velocity and the exerted pressure.
The major advantage of this method is that it allows for the simulated comparison of various
parameters at once. Any alterations of the values in algorithms are immediately reflected into
simulations. Unlike any of the above mentioned alternative methods, our work differs for the
fact that the Preston’s equation is used as a base to generate a virtual image of what happens
during the real time process. However, while the Preston’s equation does not include the
room for tool inclinations, the same algorithm is altered for different orientation of tool
impacts. In this way, the equation is used to predict the behaviour of tool for different angles
of its impact on the surface.
The results obtained from this work also provides a base for optimization process where it
can be used to generate a perfect tool path which moves along the shortest distance to remove
maximum material. Furthermore, it strengthens the design of experiments by providing a
large database reference.
2.3 PREPARATION AND DATA COLLECTION
The framework of research for this work combines a detailed eye on available literatures and
analytical study. The investigated literature included already available notes on tool influence
functions, CNC polishing, modelling techniques of CNC tool functions, Preston’s equation
and parameters affecting grinding process from a set of well-established databases like
Emerald Insight, Google Scholar, Science Direct, International Journal of Mechanical
Engineering Research, CNC machining research articles etc. A total of 18 articles were
referred after narrowing down the huge hits. The criteria for the selection are as follows:
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Articles published in English language only
They are either theories or experimental studies
The articles within the scope of Preston’s equation for deciding the governing
parameters
Tool influence function for grinding/polishing operations

Keywords include tool influence function, Preston’s equation, optical surfacing, grinding
parameters, tool influence modelling etc.
Emerald Insight produced a hit of 37999 articles/chapters and 50 case studies on the keyword
“Tool influence function” while the same keyword gave a whopping 4,170,000 results in
Google. The huge collection had to be narrowed down to differentiate the vital few from the
trivial many. More specified refining was hence done where the factors influencing the
grinding process were separated from the rest of the machining operations. This combined
with the literature correlation to the very famous Preston’s equation formed the base of
reference of this work. However, as this equation can be used in any material removal
operation including chemical removal, a strict adherence was given to the keyword
“grinding/polishing”. Significant contributions from various experts in the related fields
were also taken into account.
2.4 RESEARCH DESIGN
The study is carried out using the literature survey regarding the tool influence function and
modelling techniques for CNC grinding processes, examples from various industries and the
data collected from optical surfacing. The primary data was gathered and sorted on the basis
of relevance and was specifically used for the research at hand.
2.5 POPULATION
The population of this study is the literature coinciding with various influential parameters
and techniques, in conjunction with the cases, simulation analysis and examples from the
various sectors.
2.6 UNIT OF ANALYSIS
The units of analysis for this study are the 18 articles related to tool influence function and
keywords as mentioned above along with the specific data gathered from the MatLab
simulations by varying parameters like relative velocity, pressure, tool radius and introducing
tool orientations.
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Chapter 3
Theory
3.1 Preston Equation
Preston equation was formulated in 1927 by Frank W. Preston and is used to model most of
the polishing and grinding processes. The equation was primarily used as a base for
chemical-mechanical polishing processes [5]. It is an empirical relationship concerning the
behavioural rule of a tool that gives the material removal rate. Preston provided a simple
model of material removal in glass polishing tools, postulated based on experimental
observation that the removal rate is proportional to the nominal applied pressure and the
relative velocity between the pad and the material being polished [6]. The material removal
rate is given as
dz/dt = -kppv
Where:

dz/dt= Rate of material removal per unit time
kp= Preston coefficient
p= nominal polishing pressure
v= relative velocity

The nominal pressure, P in the above equation is the load divided by the contact area of the
tool and V is the relative velocity of a point with respect to the tool. The Preston coefficient,
Kp is a factor that depends on several process parameters such as abrasive type, nature and
concentration of chemicals, type of material and type of grit. So far, no experimental results
are available to determine the variables that affect the value of Preston’s coefficient, and are
unique for each process. In the energy input, there is a considerable amount of work done by
friction and this mathematical relationship between the Preston’s coefficient and frictional
coefficient has been developed by Yongsik Moon [7].
The depth of material removed in a unit time is a variable of size of the lapping stone.
Consider material removal process on a surface with two different sized of lapping stone, one
of 5 mm and the other of 10 mm. From the material removal equation, if the velocity is kept a
constant and the operations share a common value of Preston’s coefficient, pressure will be
the only variable that determines the depth of material removed in a unit time. Pressure is the
nominal force acting on a unit area. This area has an inverse proportionality relationship as
seen in the equation below and the highlighted variables indicate that it is kept a constant.
dz/dt = -(kpFv) / A
Where:

dz/dt= Rate of material removal per unit time
kp= Preston coefficient
F= Force
v= relative velocity
A = Area

From the above equation, as the square of the area increases, the time to achieve the required
depth of cut also increases. In other words, the material removal rate is reduced. For a stone
of 5 mm, the material removal rate will be four times faster than a stone of 10 mm. Hence the
6

equation demonstrates that a consistent and predictable calculation of the material removal
with minor variations can be achieved if the pressure and velocity are monitored accurately.
3.2 Literature Review
Tool influence function is the basic stage of tool path generation and is often considered as an
image of contact impression of the tool. The various parameters that define the characteristics
of TIF are to be analysed due to its strict correlation with product: on-time delivery delay,
surface defects, competitive market advantage etc. Different tools have been developed in the
past in the area of research with unique TIF profiles based on the requirement. The dwell
time of the tool on a work surface is determined by the tool influence function. Smoother
volume of TIF combined with an optimum selection of step over distance can significantly
reduce the value of peak to valley depth, an indicator of error to removal factor.
C. Wang et al. [4] studied the effect of different tools on bonnet polishing. They developed a
technique to mathematically model a set of three different static tool influence functions: TIF
of tilted polishing, TIF of discrete precision polishing and TIF of continuous precision
polishing. The purpose of this work was to analyse the effect of pressure distribution &
velocity on the depth of removal and possible substitutions of the generated functions. In
their approach, FEA was used to understand the effect of pressure distribution on the material
and the spots for the polishing operation was extracted from a set of data through
experiments.
The experiment indicated that even though continuous precision polishing is theoretically
easy to perform, the real time execution of this method on aspheric surface is limited to the
number of steps on the surface and variation of velocity distribution along the steps. The
pressure distribution on the contact surface achieved a perfect Gaussian surface and the role
of z-offset to this regard as much vital as controlling the precision angle.
Final surface of deterministic polishing could be predicted and designed by controlling the
dwell time. Theoretical TIF can be calculated on the basis of assuming uniform pressure and
orbital velocity. Optimization of this process is thereafter performed using computer
simulation and material removal function is expressed according to the well-known Preston’s
law, which states
dz/dt = kpv
Where,
dt = dwell time
dz = material removal during dwell time
k = removal coefficient
p = polishing pressure
v = relative speed
Computer Controlled Optical surfacing process was developed in 1968. CCOS aims at low
tooling overhead, deterministic material removal and embedded process control intelligence.
These techniques trended to the development of next generation of Extremely Large
Telescope (ELT), Giant Magellan Telescope (GMT), Thirty Meter Telescope (TMT) and
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European Extremely Large Telescope (EELT). In conventional CCOS process, a dwell time
map for a tool influence function is optimized as the major parameter for the material
removal. Dae Wook Kim et al. [8] defines TIF library as a collection of TIF’s motion
depending on tool shape, tool motion and lap material. Dwell time optimization technique is
the key factor behind the success of CCOS which provides the closest removal map to the
target removal map.
Dae Wook Kim et al. [8] have also explained the difference between conventional
optimization and non-sequential optimization. In conventional optimization, optimization
engine searches for the best and suitable optimal dwell time value for a TIF on the work piece
which can give the best residual error map. On the contrary, non–sequential optimization uses
various TIF’s in a single optimization. Each TIF has its own dwell time map and the removal
is calculated by a combination of different TIF and its own dwell time map. The key
difference between them is to find the optimal dwell time map solution. Gradient descent
method is the most simple and straight forward optimization technique because it moves to
the next point by minimizing a figure of merit.
The two general weaknesses of this technique are as follows
i)
ii)

It may take many iterations to arrive the optimal solution in the search space
Improper perturbation step to calculate the local gradient may result in poor
optimization performance. In non-sequential optimization technique, mid-spatial
frequency error is identified and rectified by comparing the different cases for the
optimization technique

Hongyu Li et al. [9] studied the edge polishing of hexagonal part with the development of
precession process. The purpose of the paper was to analyse and overcome problems while
the polishing part is overhung at a significant length. With the help of tool- lift method, the
bonnet tool is progressively raised or lowered (z offset), delivering polishing spot (Tool
influence function or TIFs) of variable size. It also enables the spots to be controlled so that
overlapping of the edge is overcome. Edge TIF can be simulated in two ways: modelling the
surface speed distribution across the TIF and using the pressure distribution method at the
edge of the part by FEA.
Wagner and Shannon (1974) [10], states that the pressure distribution between the tool and
part is complex when the spot extends beyond the edge of the part in precession polishing
technique. Surface velocity distribution according to the geometry of the process tool motion
was achieved by Hongyu et al. [9]. Pressure distribution over the polishing spot at the edge of
the part is calculated by means of FEA. Different aspects of experiments included: (i)
modelling of surface velocity distribution where surface velocity distribution function in the
polishing zone was simulated using MatLab code (ii) FEA model of pressure distribution and
results in which the work piece was kept in different significant length for testing the pressure
distribution in various length using MatLab (iii) experimental verification of FEA results of
pressure distribution. The verification of the results was carried out by Hybrid Measurement
Methods.
Non-linear material removal in the edges has been a problem in the late 2000 owing to the
fact that the tool can never assume the shape of a perfect rectangle. Hence the edge TIF
becomes a vital criterion to be determined. The work of Dae Wook Kim et al. [11] put the
8

basic foundations by modelling edge TIF on the basis of five parameters which has to be
accurately measured.
Tool overhanging on the edge of a work piece dramatically varies the pressure which leads to
tool bending and non-linear effects due to tool material. The existing edge TIF modelling was
on the basis of analytical pressure distribution. A mathematical model which validates the
observation was never presented until Dae Wook Kim et al. [11] introduced an exceptionally
revolutionizing concept using κ map for the parametric edge TIF model which represented
the spatial distribution of the Preston’s Coefficient.
TIF model thus introduced was by the multiplication of basic edge TIF with κ map,
considering two types of tool motion: orbital and spin. Using this concept, 80% of the surface
error was corrected in a single CCOS process meaning that more than 99% of the initial
surface errors can be corrected in 3 CCOS runs.
The grinding process is a topic of extensive research for the past 20 years. Yet, still now, a
complete process has not been achieved. Depending on various factors like grinding wheel,
work piece, machine and the process setting, nature of interaction between work piece and
grinding surface is set to be very complex. Chen and Rowe [12] contributed to belittling this
complexity by taking into account the side flows of the material in their work. However,
ploughing and rubbing of the grain were still being neglected. Cooper and Lavine [13] later in
their work accounted the factors of ploughing and rubbing using an empirical function of the
abrasive grain depth of cut.
T.A. Nguyen and D.L. Butler [14] have clearly explained the cutting point’s trajectory
equation, where they explained the importance of velocity, tangential motion and trochoidal
path. Authors studied that the interaction of the abrasive grain on the work piece is very
important. Abrasive grains are only statically active, as during the grinding process, they may
or may not contact the work piece surface. In order to identify this, T.A. Nguyen and D.L.
Butler set an algorithm, which will identify the active grain and attack angle. It was identified
that the two closely positioned clusters of cutting points can possibly belong to the same
abrasive grain.
Lin Tian et al. [15] set up a new method for testing high speed grinding with single grit and
the tests were conducted in two different ways. Results for these methods where analysed. It
explained the graphical relationship between the critical chip formation and pile-up ratio with
grinding speed. It was understood from these experiments that in a single grit grinding,
temperature increases rapidly and the grinding force decreases due to the predominance of
the thermal softening factor over strain hardening, which results in the change in material
removal mechanism in high speed grinding.
DaeWook Kim and Sug-Whan Kim [16] explained the challenges and the fabrication
difficulties in simulation of mirror segments for extremely large telescopes. Euro50 is an
example of these kinds of large telescopes which consist of 618 hexagonal mirror segments
with 1-2 m diameter per segment. An analysis by the authors made them to infer that the
continuous change in slope difference between the target shape and best fit sphere serves as
the primary cause to the fabrication difficulty.
Amidst many fabrication techniques developed over the last few decades, the ion beam
figuring technique was the most successful. However, this technique had extremely low
9

material removal rate and thus shoots up the delivery time. Among different process
elements, three crucial things for the successful deployment of efficient mass fabrication
technique of ELT mirrors were identified: low tooling overhead, deterministic material
removal and embedded process control intelligence. Later, a new precision polishing
technique was introduced which offered attractive solutions to the challenging problems of
mass fabrication of segmented mirrors for the ELT projects
The removal equation was generalized for circulatory rotating work piece. Equation of
material removal (EMR) is derived from the well-known Preston’s relation expressed as
Δz = kpvTΔt
Where:
kp = Preston coefficient
p = Polishing pressure
vT = Relative speed between the tool and work piece
Δz = Material removal rate
Δt = Dwell time
The very shape of measured TIF supports that the polishing pressure exerted by the bonnet
system is likely to be near Gaussian surface. In order to take advantage of this conclusion, the
polishing pressure from the Gaussian function and the total relative speed (velocity) as the
vector sum of tool rotation and the feed rate was considered.
The work concludes that the overall polishing time can be reduced by performing sequential
polishing runs that starts with large tools and finishes with smaller tools. The tool influence
function represents the instantaneous material removal for a tool with specific motion and is
also the material removal footprint for a given tool and tool motion.

3.3 GENERATED TOOLS
Grinding process is the most important amongst the various finishing operations. They are
employed for obtaining a smoother surface devoid of sharp burrs. The removal happens as a
result of the abrasion that takes places as the tool makes contact with the work piece. The
quality of the finish depends on various parameters, mainly: work piece parameters, machine
parameters, tooling parameters and process parameters. The scope of the project is focused
only towards the analysis of the tooling parameters such as diameter of the tool, spindle speed
etc., and the variation it makes in the quality of finish, while taking into account the depth of
removal. Process parameters are predefined in the Preston equation also counts in as variables
of inspection.
The primary importance is to generate algorithms for generating tools that provides access to
observing the influence function that is imprinted on the surface. However, the geometry and
orientation of the tool relative to the work piece produces different surface finishes and
decides the total manufacturing time. The three different tools that are generated in this work
are as below:
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3.3.1 RADIAL TOOL:
A radial tool is made of coarse grade abrasive materials and has the axis of rotation of the
spindle parallel to that of the work piece. Width and the length of the tool can be varied as
larger the width, more the contact area with the work piece and better the finish. However,
the tool width is effective only if the work surface is flat as more intricate structures requires
more detailing action from the tool. Radial tool is asymmetric and hence is not the mirror
image of a cut section, which accompanies with a set of advantages and disadvantages.
The asymmetric property of the tool can be used for rotating the influence function during the
movement of the tool around the corners. It provides a different removal function and will be
an exciting observation to analyse the variations with and without the rotation of the tool
influence function. The primary disadvantage of the tool is that it can be mainly used for
mass production and not for mass customization. It generates only a single profile as the
orientation of the tool is limited. Implementation of an orientation to the radial tool will be
ineffective as there is a huge reduction in the contact area.

Fig 1: Top view of Radial Tool

Fig 2: Lateral view of Radial Tool

3.3.2 PAD TOOL:
Pad tool is one of the most commonly used grinding tools. Unlike the radial tool, pad tool
operates perpendicular to the work piece. The axis of rotation of the tool coincides with the
axis of rotation of the spindle. It is mostly made of abrasive materials, but has small pores in
its surface for the transportation of slurry. Pads can be either soft or rough depending on the
size of the grits that constitute them. In the traditional chemical-mechanical polishing (CMP)
system, the polishing pad is soft, porous and viscoelastic polymer [17]. Soft pads are mainly
used in the chemical mechanical polishing of wafers, which is the most efficient method of
achieving a nano-scale and ultra-smooth surface without damage in monocrystalline silicon
wafer manufacturing [17]. Rough pads are used as a pre-polishing step in the mirror polishing
operation and can also be used in the wafer polishing operation. However, in order to produce
better removal rate, the area ratio of the rough pads in contact with the wafer surfaces can be
increased by increasing the applied pressure [18].
Pad density is a mechanical property that is inversely proportional to the porosity of the pad
material. This signifies that a pad with a higher density will have a lower porosity. Kim et al.
[19] claimed that as a result of the very short contact time between the pad and surface,
elastic behaviour might well dominate the pad deformation characteristics and also suggested
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that pad hardness correlates with the modulus of elasticity, E. As softer pads tend to be more
conformal, it can be expected that they will produce higher material removal rates, but with
the disadvantage of lower planarity capabilities. Consequently, selection of pads is basically a
selection of grits. However, the selection of grits is beyond the scope of this research as the
focus is primarily on generating different tool influence functions considering process
parameters (pressure, velocity etc.) and not wheel parameters.

Fig 3: Pad Tool [27]

3.3.3 BRUSH TOOL:
Brush tools are commonly used in a number of surface finishing operations such as polishing,
grinding and honing. Brush tool shares some similarities with the pad tool. Like the pad tool,
the brush tool has its axis of rotation perpendicular to that of the work piece. Another
common feature is related to the symmetry where the application of the rotation of the tool
influence function does not produce any change in the quality of the surface finish.
The major difference of the brush tool is its additional feature of bundles. Bundles are strips
of fine and flexible abrasive filaments that have the ability to bend and press against the
surface, thus resulting in the abrasive action. The bundles rotate in the same direction as that
of the direction of rotation of the spindle but normally do not rotate individually. This means
that the bundles in a brush tool have limited orientation freedom and the movement is
governed by the vector constituent of spindle. The advantage of this tool compared to the
other two is that material removal operation from an intricate part can be achieved with
minimum effort owing to the flexibility of the brushes. Each filament exhibit superior
compressive strength but is subjected to degradation over longer run. Self-polishing filaments
and efforts to uniformly degrade individual filaments have been on the run and significant
improvement in the surface quality has been able to achieve.
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Fig 4: Lateral view of the Brush tool

Fig 5: Side view of the Brush tool

Fig 6: Top view of Brush Tool

3.4 Chosen Topic
Grinding is an abrasive material removal process that targets to achieve both machining
accuracy and material removal. This is a unique attribute that cannot be fulfilled by other
operations because there can be cases when the cutting materials are so hard that the single
point cutting tool cannot produce a surface with the required machining accuracy. Recent
advancements in machining technologies have investigated grinding parameters that can
simultaneously satisfy both these criteria, namely, grinding force, tool offset, contact
pressure, tool influence function and its relative importance in tool path optimization,
orientation, surface topography etc. Apart from analysing process parameters, a significantly
high importance has also been laid to generate models that can be of the following natures:
rule based, analytical, artificial neural network based models, numerical or regression
analysis based.
3.4.1 Getinge-Present Scenario
Getinge AB, a global medical technology company, is involved in the production of
equipment and systems within health care and life sciences. One of its main business areas,
Getinge Infection Control AB, offers complete solutions for efficient cleaning, disinfection
and sterilization within the areas of preventive care, health care and pharmaceutical company.
Their products have very high functional surface requirements, especially in the chamber
sterilization which maintain highly superior hygiene levels. Today, majority of the chamber
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surface polishing is done by hand, resulting in a time consuming, non-controlled and nonrobust production, mutually accompanied by an unhealthy work environment.
Figure (7) shows the sterilization chamber made of 316L Stainless steel that is to be polished
using automated systems in the future at Getinge.

Fig 7: Sterilization chamber to be polished at Getinge [28]

Fig 8 exhibits the various grinders being employed presently for manual grinding and
polishing of chamber and components

Fig 8: a) Compressed air grinder b) Electric grinder [29]
The company needs to improve surface specifications, quality control and manufacturing
procedures to be able to comply with the rising requirements in the medical sector. The
project in collaboration with Getinge delves into finding material processing solutions for
automated finishing operations to perform the intended function without compromising
surface quality.
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3.4.2 Current Research –Need for Automation
The modern-day industrial environment needs shorter manufacturing cycles as the strain on
manufacturing expenses has substantially accelerated. This in turn threatens the aerospace
enterprise for the reason that geometry of aerospace elements has substantially expanded.
Polishing is expensive, time consuming, labour intensive, and susceptible to errors. High
levels of process automation and control in manufacturing environment today are not
reflected on abrasive finishing processes where highly skilled workers are spending
enormous time on manual or semi-automated polishing process. In the manufacturing
operations, significant portion of production cost and time are instigated by grinding and
polishing operations. Existing automated grinding and polishing techniques are almost not
applicable with free form surfaces forcing the process to be manually performed.
Manual polishing involves high risk of injuries as a result of interaction between the operator
and moving machinery. In recent years, many resources have been allocated to reduce
operator-machine interaction. It also consumes gross amount of resources and time since it is
labour intensive and time consuming. Additionally, it heavily relies on skilled labour where
the operator uses his experience and judgment to bring part surface to an excellent surface
roughness. Mistakes committed by a human operator at this stage may also result in
expensive re-working or scrapping of the synthetic components.
In order to increase cost efficiency and to reduce the exposure to human errors, it is far very
suited to automate surface finishing via machines. As an attempt to decrease manufacturing
cycles, automated polishing has been the concern of experimentation and studies. Existing
polishing processes have become more sophisticated and needs extraordinary ability of a
skilled master. Extensive practical training is needed to manually polish to a defect free
mirror finish. An industrial robot can mimic human kinematic attributes with the advantage
that it can perform the craftsman movements for a longer frequently in a precise manner. It
would be hard to visualize a growth in productivity if the manual finishing techniques are not
automated. The established abrasive finishing (grinding, lapping and polishing) procedures
done manually needs to be automated through the employment of a computer controlled
robot. This will lead to an encapsulation of knowledge, skill and experience of the human
worker within an automated solution.
The potential impact of the automated grinding and polishing technologies can be transferred
to diverse industrial sectors wherein polishing is extensively used for example: Implants,
medical devices, turbine components, automotive parts and mechatronic components. Fig 9
displays robot polishing for automotive components.
In general, there are kinds of candidate system for automated finishing operation:
1. Machine tools: structurally extra rigid and are appropriate for tasks that require
better accuracy or large processing force.
2. Commercial robots: dexterous however the payload is smaller and capable of
positioning and orienting end-effector tooling according to the shape and contour
of part surfaces.
CNC polishing machines are well matched for free form surfaces where excessive tool
rotation speeds and high volumetric removal rates are desired and machine delivers precise
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slow motions for fine corrective polishing including edge control whereas robot can access
the complex geometries of part inaccessible with Cartesian machine with the versatile
articulation of robot
Fig. 9 indicates an industrial robot polishing system in which the polishing tool is held fixed
whilst the element is attached to the end-effector

Fig 9: Automated polishing [30]

Tool influence function is an important criterion to access to understand the removing
capability of a manufacturing operation especially those related to surface finishing
processes. The most significant area of application of TIF is that of optical polishing where
precise optimization of multiple parameters is inevitable. Mathematical modelling of tool
influence function can be performed using Preston equation in MatLab. This model can be
used to predict the material removal rate in a single imprint of the tool on a work piece and
can also be used for the rough estimation of the dwell time.
Some of the characteristics of the tool influence function can be states as follows:






Material removal happens only within the boundaries of TIF
The peaks in a TIF decreases as the radius of the tool increases
The velocity at the centre of TIF is zero
Surface quality is maximum at a TIF that is a smooth function
A TIF is accompanied by a primary peak with numerous secondary peaks due to
changes in operating parameters

Contemporary works are related to the generation of Gaussian like TIF models that are
mainly used in bonnet polishing. Owing to the excellent polishing efficiency and adaptability
to machine freeform surfaces, bonnet polishing (BP) technology has become widely used in
polishing aspheric surfaces that is used for large telescopes [19–24], artificial joints [25].
Reports have also suggested researches in the area of modelling the shape of TIF [26]. The
M-shaped tool influence function (TIF) usually comes out when adopting a large tool offset
at the high-efficiency polishing stage in bonnet polishing. Contact pressure and velocity
distribution are extracted to generate a TIF model that is both symmetrical and rotational.
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Chapter 4
RESULTS
Theoretical base of our project is based on Preston equation. Material removal rate is
described by the proportional relationship of pressure and velocity. In the project, three
different types of tools and their impression profile is presented. Different tools exhibit
different rate of material removal depending on the geometry and orientation. Material
removal characteristics of grinding are analyzed using MatLab simulation to draw
conclusions.
4.1 Pad Tool:
The pad tool rotates with its axis perpendicular to the work piece and is generated with the
corresponding algorithm. The tool influence function of the tool is as shown below.

Fig.10: Lateral view of Pad tool

Fig. 11: Top View of Pad tool

Figure above depicts the output of simulation generated using the pad tool. Tool influence
function from the lateral view is shown in Fig 10 and the same from the top section is in the
Fig 11. Blue colour indicates maximum removal whereas red indicates zero removal. It can
be seen that the removal is zero towards the centre of the work piece. This is due to the fact
that velocity at the centre of the work piece is zero. Velocity has a proportional effect on the
removal function and hence the colour appears as red in the middle. It can also be seen that
the removal increases as we move away from the centre of the work piece
Further, the volume of removal using the pad tool is also calculated from the MatLab
simulation to ensure its conformity with the Preston equation. The table1 below shows the
theoretical correlation of the simulation. The area under investigation is a matrix of size
50*50. For analysis, pressure values from 1 to 10 are considered with a range of 0.5. For each
value of pressure, simulation is run using the pad tool and the matrix is analysed in the area
of maximum removal.
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PAD TOOL
VOLUME OF REMOVAL ( mm3/min)
1.5607*103
2.3411*103
3.1214*103
3.9018*103
4.6821*103
5.4625*103
6.2428*103
7.0232*103
7.8036*103
8.5839*103
9.363*103
1.0145*104
1.0925*104
1.1705*104
1.2486*104
1.3266*104
1.4046*104
1.4827*104
1.5607*104

PRESSURE (PA)
1
1.5
2
2.5
3
3.5
4
4.5
5
5.5
6
6.5
7
7.5
8
8.5
9
9.5
10

Table 1: Pad tool: Pressure vs Volume of Removal

The values of the material removal are plotted against the pressure. X axis is labelled pressure
as against total material removal in the y axis. The graph generates a straight line which
indicates the linearity of the product of pressure and velocity (in accordance to the Preston
equation).
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Graph 1: Pad tool: Pressure vs Volume of Removal

Material removal is also a by-product of rotational speed. Changes in the values of rotational
speed produce material removal as it is one of the variables in the Preston equation.

PAD TOOL
VOLUME OF REMOVAL ( mm3/min)
1.5607*103
2.3411*103
3.1214*103
3.9018*103
4.6821*103
5.4625*103
6.2428*103
7.0232*103
7.8036*103
8.5839*103
9.3643*104
1.0145*104
1.0925*104
1.1705*104
1.2486*104
1.3266*104
1.4046*104
1.4827*104
1.5607*104

ROTATIONAL SPEED (rpm)
1
1.5
2
2.5
3
3.5
4
4.5
5
5.5
6
6.5
7
7.5
8
8.5
9
9.5
10

Table 2: Pad tool: Rotational Speed vs Volume of Removal
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Graph 2: Pad tool: Rotational Speed vs Volume of Removal

The values of the material removal are plotted against the rotational speed. X axis is labelled
rotational speed as against total material removal in the y axis. This graph also generates a
straight line which indicates the linearity of the product of pressure and velocity (in
accordance to the Preston equation).
4.2 Brush Tool:
The brush tool rotates with its axis perpendicular to the work piece and is generated with the
corresponding algorithm. Brush tool has numerous bundles that are supposed not to rotate in
its axis. The tool influence function of the tool is as shown below.

Fig. 12 Lateral view of Brush tool

Fig.13 Top view of Brush tool

The filaments in the brush cause the material removal. A major area of the tool is hollow
without the provision of bundles. Hence, the material removal is zero indicated by the colour
red in the MatLab simulation above. The tool is symmetric and hence do not provide options
for the rotation of the tool influence function. Unlike the pad tool, the area of removal is
mostly indicated in blue as the velocity of the tool does not vary across the geometry.
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The linearity of the brush tool for the material removal against rotational speed and pressure
is also analysed and the graph is generated from MatLab as shown below.
The table below shows volume of material removal for Rotational speed
BRUSH TOOL
ROTATIONAL SPEED (RPM)
1
1.5
2
2.5
3
3.5
4
4.5
5
5.5
6
6.5
7
7.5
8
8.5
9
9.5
10

VOLUME OF REMOVAL(mm^3)
6.2831*102
9.424*102
1.256*103
1.572*103
1.885*103
2.199*103
2.513*103
2.827*103
3.141*103
3.455*103
3.769*103
4.084*103
4.398*103
4.712*103
5.026*103
5.340*103
5.6549*103
5.9690*103
6.2832*103

Table 3: Brush tool: Rotational Speed vs Volume of Removal

The table below shows volume of material removal for Pressure
BRUSH TOOL
PRESSURE (PA)
1
1.5
2
2.5
3
3.5
4
4.5
5
5.5
6
6.5
7

VOLUME OF REMOVAL (mm^3)
6.283*102
9.424*102
1.2566*103
1.5728*103
1.885*103
2.1991*103
2.5133*103
2.8274*103
3.1416*103
3.4558*103
3.7699*103
4.0841*103
4.3982*103
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4.7124*103
5.0265*103
5.3407*103
5.6549*103
5.9690*103
6.2832*103

7.5
8
8.5
9
9.5
10

Table 4: Brush tool: Pressure vs Volume of Removal

Graph 3. Brush tool: Pressure vs Volume of Removal

Graph 4: Brush tool: Rotational speed vs Volume of Removal
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4.3 Radial Tool:
Radial tool is the only tool that exhibits asymmetry out of the three generated tool geometry.
This provides the option to rotate the tool influence function which can be a substantial factor
to reduce edge effects due to increased dwell time. The tool rotates on an axis which is
parallel to the work surface and the MatLab algorithm generates the following profile.

Fig. 14 Lateral view of Radial tool

Fig.15 Top view of Radial tool

Start cut, which is the distance from the surface edge to the point of first removal, and the end
cut can be specified for the radial tool. This determines the total length of the radial tool. The
simulation shows that the material removal is the maximum towards the centre and decreases
as it moves outwards. This pattern of removal is completely contrasting to the removal
pattern observed in the pad tool.
The table below shows volume of material removal for varying pressure values.
RADIAL TOOL
VOLUME OF REMOVAL ( mm3/min)
1.43*102
2.25*102
3.10*102
4.00*102
4.95*102
5.95*102
7.00*102
8.10*102
9.25*102
1.045*103
1.170*103
1.300*103
1.435*103
1.575*103
1.720*103
1.1870*103

PRESSURE (PA)
1
1.5
2
2.5
3
3.5
4
4.5
5
5.5
6
6.5
7
7.5
8
8.5
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2.025*103
2.185*103
2.350*103

9
9.5
10

Table 5. Radial tool: Pressure vs Volume of Removal

Graph 5: Radial tool: Pressure vs Volume of Removal

The table below shows the variation of material removal with rotational speed in radial tool
RADIAL TOOL
VOLUME OF REMOVAL (mm3/min)
2.26*102
3.397*102
4.54*102
5.6875*102
6.840*102
7.9975*102
9.160*102
1.0328*103
1.150*103
1.2678*103
1.3860*103
1.5048*103
1.624*103
1.7438*103
1.864*103

ROTATIONAL SPEED (RPM)
1
1.5
2
2.5
3
3.5
4
4.5
5
5.5
6
6.5
7
7.5
8
24

1.9848*103
2.106*103
2.2278*103
2.350*103

8.5
9
9.5
10

Table 6: Radial tool: Rotational Speed vs Volume of Removal

Graph 6: Radial tool: Rotational speed vs Volume of Removal
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4.4 Material removal comparison of three tools
4.4.1 Pad tool

Radius R

Fig 16. Pad tool contact area

The influence generated by the pad tool is symmetric about the axes and is circular in shape
as shown in figure. Effective contact area made by the tool on the work surface is dependent
on the value of radius of the tool as the whole surface of the tool comes in contact with the
work piece while using pad tool thus offering maximum coverage area.
Consider the pad tool with a radius R, the coverage area of the tool with the surface is given
as
𝐴𝑟𝑒𝑎, 𝐴 = ¶ ∗ 𝑅 ∗ 𝑅
The material removal according to the Preston’s equation for all the tools is given by
𝑑𝑧
= −𝑘 ∗ 𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑒 ∗ 𝑣𝑒𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑦
𝑑𝑡
Where pressure=force/area and velocity= rotational speed*circumference
Circumference of the pad tool varies in the computation as C= 2*¶*r; r-[0 to R]
As a result, relative velocity of the tool experiences a change in the radial direction hence
providing maximum material removal at the tips and minimum at the centre.
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4.4.2 Radial tool

End cut

Start cut
2*R

Length of cut

Fig 17. Radial tool contact area

Radial tool exhibits an asymmetric influence as shown in figure 17. Coverage area provided
by the tool is rectangular in shape owing to this asymmetry. Start cut and the end cut provides
the displacement of cut from either ends of the sample work surface.
Length of cut, L = Size of TIF (in the first dimension, in this case 50) - start cut- end cut
Coverage area given the radial tool, A= L* 2*R, R is the radius of the radial tool

4.4.3 Brush tool

R max

R min

Fig 18. Brush tool contact area
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The influence generated by the brush tool has ring shape geometry as shown in figure18
The influence is symmetric about both the axis wherein the material removal takes place in
the region between inner radius R min and outer radius R max
Where R max – R min = 2* bundle radius
Effective coverage area provide by the brush tool is given as
Area, A= ¶*(R max2- R min2)

4.4.4 Graphical representation of material removal comparison
Different tools have been analysed individually for the amount of material removal that they
produce. However, in order to identify the efficiency of the tools on a surface, a comparison
of the different tools is required on the basis of the material they scrap off from the surface.
Graph 7 & 8 shows the comparison of all the tools on a surface with a constant value for the
variable under consideration. It is observed that the pad tool produces the maximum removal
in contrast to the brush and radial tool.
One of the likely reasons is the fact that the pad tool exerts maximum surface contact for a
given tool. Larger the contact area, larger the material removed. Radial tool produces the
least removal in the comparison because of the smaller width of the tool. However, material
removal is independent of surface quality. Larger material removal does not indicate better
surface finish. Hence, it is important to analyse the different tools by implementing it on a
tool path.
Results can also be drawn from the profile of the tool influence function. The bundles in the
brush tool are made of filaments that have compressive strength and flexibility to polish
surfaces that are intricate. On the other hand, the comparatively rigid profile of the pad and
radial tool cannot be used for this purpose. The possibility to vary the width of the radial tool
can provide different asymmetric profiles which when optimized can produce better edge
finish of the surface.

Graph 7. Comparison: Tools; Pressure vs Volume of Removal
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Graph 8. Comparison: Tools; Rotational Speed vs Volume of Removal

For the purpose of computation of material removal and comparison of volume of removal
for all the tools, coverage area and graphical representation for each of these tools as
provided above were taken into account and were used as the basis for comparison.

4.5 Rotary/ Pad Algorithm

%
% TIF generation for a rotary tool
 Start
%
% generate blank tool influence function
 A sample Work piece space data is creating in metrix (50*50)
TIF_rotary_tool = zeros(50,50);
% get size of tool in X and Y
 X and Y is the length of sample space
size_TIF_rotary_tool = size(TIF_rotary_tool);
 Total Size of sample space
% calculate removal for each pixel based on distance to the rotary centre
For x=1:size_TIF_rotary_tool(1)
 First direction in x axis i.e; horizontal
for y=1:size_TIF_rotary_tool(2)
 Second direction in y axis i,e; perpendicular
r = sqrt((x-(size_TIF_rotary_tool(1)/2))^2 + (y-(size_TIF_rotary_tool(2)/2))^2);
 Using the equation (x-a)2+(y-b)2=r2
if r<25
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Maximum Effective radius of the tool
rotational_speed = 15;
 Tool rotational speed
circumference = 2*pi*r;
 K is the Preston’s coefficient
k = 1;
 Velocity between tool and work piece
velocity = rotational_speed *circumference;


Specify the value of pressure
p = 10;

TIF_rotary_tool(x,y) = -k*p*velocity;
else
 No removal will take place in the specific area
TIF_rotary_tool(x,y) = 0;
end
end
end
 Both for loop and if loop are ending
% display surface
figure
surf(TIF_rotary_tool)
 For getting 3D dimension figure
% write TIF to text file
csvwrite('TIF_rotary_tool.txt', TIF_rotary_tool);
 To get set of material removal rate in text file format
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Fig 19. Pad tool output

Published with MATLAB® R2013a

4.5.1 Program Explanation
The size of the array is initialized with values of zeros along the required dimension, in this
case 50*50. This size is then stored in a variable “size_TIF_rotory_tool”, where size is a
function and can be used to navigate to a specific location on the work piece according to the
user demands. As the tool makes an impression on the work piece, there is removal along
both the axis. After the tool size is inputted in terms of x and y, MATLAB recognizes the
command “x=1:size_TIF_rotary_tool(1)”, to make the travel along the x axis from 1 all the
way along the assigned value of 50 units . (1) indicates that the motion is along the horizontal
axis and (2) along the vertical axis. It is an inbuilt function that is understood by the software.
The impression created by the tool is that of a circle and the geometry follows the standard
equation of a circle: r= (x-a) 2 + (y-b) 2. The radius of the tool is 20 units. The cutting
parameters can be executed only if the radius is lower than this value and hence is enclosed in
conditional statement. Within the conditional brackets are given the determining parameters:
rotational speed, circumference and pressure. These parameters form the base of the Prestons’
equation. Values can be varied to see the relational effect and the changes in the profile of the
tool influence function. However, the Prestons’ coefficient is assigned a fixed value and not
studied in the scope of the work.
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If the conditional statement is satisfied, the parameters with variables are executed and the
value is returned into “TIF_rotary_tool (x, y)”. On the contrary, if the statement is not
satisfied, the value of ‘0’ is retuned which is indicative of zero removal in the specified area.
“Figure” and “Surf” are the two commands that is used in MATLAB for graphical outputs for
visualizing the result. “Figure” reads the presence of a graphical output and “Surf” returns
the plot. The set of x and y values of material removal depth are stored in a readable format
with the help of the command “csvwrite”. These x and y coordinates that are stored as
readable data format can also be used as a numerical data files which could serve as an input
for NC programming.
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Chapter 5
Conclusion
Simulation results from MatLab were analysed to draw the following conclusions.









Three different tools were generated: pad tool, radial tool and brush tool. Algorithms
based on Preston equation were fed into MatLab to generate the required output.
The graphical simulation of the material removal shows direct proportionality to the
product of pressure and velocity. It means that the material removal at a point
increases with increase in pressure, velocity and radius of the tool.
For a pad tool, the outer region of the tool influence surface exhibits more removal
than the inner region. This is because the velocity increases while moving away from
the centre of the tool. It can be concluded that small values of pad tool sizes cannot be
preferred for efficient finishing operations.
On a flat surface, for a constant value of pressure, velocity and tool diameter,
simulations indicated that the brush tool produces the maximum removal in
comparison to radial and pad tool for the same values of variables.
Radial tool offers the maximum flexibility because of the asymmetry of the tool
influence function. Varying the length and width of the tool can provide different tool
coverage. However, the net impact can only be concluded on the basis of the selection
of tool paths.

5.1. Future activities:
Different materials unveils different material removal rate that might not necessarily follow
the Preston equation. In the current research the Preston coefficient was assumed as ‘1’
throughout the work. The impact of tool influence function can be studied on different
materials in the future rather than limiting it to a single material. Similarly, grinding tool
materials, grit size etc. can also be considered. It will provide better accuracy to the simulated
results in addition to providing valuable inputs to optimize tool generation.
The current work deals with generating tool influence function for flat surfaces. However,
polishing operation is not limited to machining flat surfaces. Surfaces often involve pockets,
curves and other intricate structures. Future work on expanding the current project to these
free form surfaces can also be considered.
Literature has shown proof of tools like bonnet tool that can produce better results on a
surface that is not flat. Any future activity to perform machining on a surface other than flat
will result in elliptical interactions that require the study of contact pressure. A detailed study
in this field will produce surfaces with lesser internal stress concentration.
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Chapter 6
Critical Review
Simulating tool influence function is the first step towards determining tool trajectory. A
uniform, smooth and continuous movement of the tool influence function over a work surface
will enable material removal rate at a minimum surface error profile, provided that the
parameters are analyzed and optimized. Three different abrasive grinding tools were
simulated in MatLab and the project delivers successfully in delivering inputs to path
planning and time controlled machining. Additionally, profile significant application of the
tools could also be analyzed from the work, where three different tool influence geometries
were generated (rectangular, circular and ring). The simulation process contained not only the
geometric information but also process parameters that facilitate the ease of optimizing
variables.
Throughout the algorithm development, there was a significantly high reliance on Preston’s
equation. A thorough research on the equation has suggested that the value of the coefficient
varies with the choice of a large number of parameters. This indicates that the graph
generated in the project for the material removal rate plotted against rotational speed and
pressure is likely to differ in its slope, but still following a linear relationship.
The analysis of the simulation indicates that the material removal rate produced by the brush
tool is comparatively low to radial and pad tool. However, in reality, the tool produces
material removal rate at a contrastingly high rate as to what was observed in the MATLAB
simulation. One of the likely reasons for the deviation is that the algorithm caters to the
rotation of each bundle. A non-rotating bundle might produce a result that can match reality
to a far deeper extend.
The work when conjoined with an efficient tool path strategy can be vital in bringing about
huge savings in power consumption and process lead times. The aid of simulation ensures
that the real time polishing operation is not jeopardized in form of losses occurring through
mismatch rework due to non-conformance of the required surface error profiles.
Implementation of an efficient tool path into this work can result into a manufacturing model
that provides a lot of important data on real time production.
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Appendix i
Algorithm for Rotary/Pad tool

%
% TIF generation for a rotary tool
%
% generate blank tool influence function
TIF_rotary_tool = zeros(50,50);
% get size of tool in X and Y
size_TIF_rotary_tool = size(TIF_rotary_tool);
% calculate removal for each pixel based on distance to the rotary center
for x=1:size_TIF_rotary_tool(1)
for y=1:size_TIF_rotary_tool(2)
r = sqrt((x-(size_TIF_rotary_tool(1)/2))^2 + (y-(size_TIF_rotary_tool(2)/2))^2);
if r<25
rotational_speed = 16;
circumference = 2*pi*r;
k = 1;
velocity = rotational_speed *circumference;
p = 10;
TIF_rotary_tool(x,y) = -k*p*velocity;
else
TIF_rotary_tool(x,y) = 0;
end
end
end
% display surface
figure
surf(TIF_rotary_tool)
% write TIF to text file
csvwrite('TIF_rotary_tool.txt', TIF_rotary_tool);
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Appendix ii
Algorithm for Radial tool

%
% TIF generation for a radial tool when the tool axis is parallel to work
% piece i.e. along y-axis
%
% define tool radius
tool_radius = 12.5;
% define work-piece base size
work_piece_x = zeros(50,50);
work_piece = zeros(50,50);
% get size of work-piece
size_work_piece = size(work_piece_x);
% calculate removal for each pixel based on distance from y-axis i.e.
% x-coordinate
% You can adjust the starting cut and endoing cut here
start_cut = 10 ;
end_cut = 10;
% To make end point calcualtion
start_point = start_cut;
end_point = size_work_piece(2) - end_cut;
rotational_speed = 1;
k = 1;
p = 1;
if rotational_speed ~= 1 || p ~= 1
tool_radius_1 = p + (rotational_speed/10) + tool_radius;
else
tool_radius_1 = tool_radius;
end
% start to move the drill tool in all over the work space
for x=1:size_work_piece(1)
for y=start_point:end_point
% To check for the posection to be removed
if x<(size_work_piece(1))/2 + tool_radius_1 && x>(size_work_piece(1))/2tool_radius_1
% if x> 5
% Finding the circumference for the specific possession of the work space
circumference = sqrt(tool_radius_1^2-(x-size_work_piece(1)/2)^2);
velocity = rotational_speed *circumference;
work_piece(x,y) = -k*p*velocity;
else
work_piece(x,y) = 0;
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end
end
end
% display surface
surf(work_piece)
axis equal
% write TIF to text file
%csvwrite('TIF_radial_tool.txt', TIF_radial_tool);
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Appendix iii
Algorithm for Brush tool

%
% TIF generation for a brush tool
%
% generate blank tool influence function
TIF_rotary_tool = zeros(50,50);
TIF_rotary_tool_1 = zeros(50,50);
% get size of tool in X and Y
size_TIF_brush_tool = size(TIF_brush_tool);
mid_radius = 22; % radius of the circle in work space
number_bundles = 30; % Number of bundle in brush
bundle_radius = 3; % bundle radius
% For makeing tip for the bursh
sz = bundle_radius*2;
TIF_brush_tool_mini = zeros(sz,sz);
for x=1:sz
for y=1:sz
% calculating the value for the each possession
r = sqrt((x-(10/2))^2 + (y-(10/2))^2);
% copy the value to the possession of the pixel
TIF_brush_tool_mini(x,y) = r;
end
end
for x=1:size_TIF_brush_tool(1)
for y=1:size_TIF_brush_tool(2)
% r = sqrt((x-(size_TIF_brush_tool(1)/2))^2 + (y-(size_TIF_brush_tool(2)/2))^2);
r = 10;
flag = 0;
% Finding x and y axis for the each given number of bundles center.
for i=1:number_bundles
% Finding the x value of bundles center
c_x(i) = mid_radius*cos(2*i*pi/number_bundles)+size_TIF_brush_tool(1)/2;
% Finding the y value of bundles center
c_y(i) = mid_radius*sin(2*i*pi/number_bundles)+size_TIF_brush_tool(2)/2;
% Finding the bundle radius value in different possession
d(i) = sqrt(abs((x-c_x(i))^2 + (y-c_y(i))^2));
% checking for the bundle possession
if d(i)< bundle_radius
% if its under bundle possession then set the flag to 1
flag =1;
end
end
% when bundle is found assign the value.
if flag == 1
% speed of the bursh
rotational_speed = 10;
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% finding the circumferance of the bundle
circumference = 2*pi*r;
k = 1;
% finding the velocity of the bursh
velocity = rotational_speed *circumference;
% pressure applied in the brush
p = 20;
% assign the vaule of the brush influnace in work space
TIF_brush_tool(x,y) = -k*p*velocity;
else
% No influence of the bush is made if its not under the brush area
TIF_brush_tool(x,y) = 0;
end
end
end
% figure
% surf(TIF_brush_tool)
% assign the vaule for each bundle
for i=1:number_bundles
% Taking x and y value center part of the each bundle
xx = c_x(i);
xx = round(abs (1-(xx - (sz/2))));
yy = c_y(i);
yy = round (abs (1-(yy - (sz/2))));
for x=1:sz
for y=1:sz
% check for the bundle value
if TIF_brush_tool(round(xx+x),round(yy+y)) ~= 0
% assign the new value to the bundle in its possession
TIF_brush_tool_1(round(xx+x),round(yy+y))= -(p + rotational_speed
TIF_brush_tool_mini(x,y));
end
end
end
end
% output the image
figure
surf(TIF_brush_tool_1)
% write TIF to text file
csvwrite('TIF_brush_tool.txt', TIF_brush_tool_1);
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